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Cage For
Dummies

creative new music in the San Francisco Bay Area.
In addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming
events, we publish articles and reviews about local
music and the people who create it. We talk about a
wide range of modern music, including: experimental,
improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art. Each month, 1000
copies of the Transbay are mailed to individuals and

John Cage Retrospective

hand-delivered to over 45 performance venues and
public locations throughout the Bay Area. Pick one up
at the next show you attend!
Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive and
growing. Please send checks [payable to “Transbay
Music Calendar”] to: Transbay Accounting, 545 Valle
Vista #4, Oakland, CA 94610.

sponsored in part by

Music

Please visit our web site or contact us directly for more
information about getting your FREE subscription,

2455 Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley
1855 Haight Street, San Francisco

submitting content, listing an event, advertising, viewing
archives, or volunteering.

Submission deadline for the April 2003 issue is
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Looking for structure in an indeterminate world.
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March 15th.

Please send Quick Calendar events separately
in the proper format.

San Francisco Contemporary
Music Players
Yerba Buena Center, San Francisco
January 27, 2003
Tom Djll

As if, in these times, one needed any
more proof that anything is possible in
America: John Cage has been completely
legitimized and is well on the way to canonization. It’s a sad postscript to an authentically renegade life. Now that gayness is
OK, showing up on prime time, there’s nothing left about Cage that’s at all provocative
or disturbing. He’s a quaint, fusty old fellow,
bless his heart, and his music, do you know
my dears, can even entertain us. There’s
something to be had for lots of diverse “communities:” Zen wannabes, artists, gays,
dancers, obsessive-compulsives, trail-hikers,
mountain-bikers and mushroom-likers, ‘new
music’ camp followers, and—if you’re a
clever impresario, and you program some
early Cage music on your ticket—even classical music lovers can get off and not be
dropping their dentures to the floor in horror
of ‘chance music.’
Another smart thing to do is get some
new-music stars like Fred Frith and Joan
Jeanrenaud and Willie Winant to bring
some showbiz glitter to the more ‘difficult’
music. Monday night they did Four6, along
with tubist Peter Wahrhaftig, but it was a
snoozeworthy reading. My eyelids started to
involuntarily flutter once I realized they
weren’t going to follow the score of the thirty-minute piece, but rather pull some cute
moves that would hopefully keep the audience (stocked with septuagenarians) in their
seats. Frith did his sprinkling-rice-on-thestrings trick, Jeanrenaud (looking frail) presented
polite conservatory licks, and

John Cage and music in 1949. Photo of original double exposure by Jim Horton.

Wahrhaftig repeatedly resorted to a minor
arpeggio—completely out of the box of the
instructions (“select twelve sounds with fixed
characteristics (amplitude, overtone structure, etc)”). Only percussionist Winant
seemed to ‘get it’ (it was written for him),
carefully carving ice-blocks of sound out of
plunging silences. I wonder, though—how
far could this piece be taken with younger,
raw-er, relatively unknown composer-players,
like, say, David Kendall, Hugh Livingston,
Tucker Dulin and Karen Stackpole?
Winant played his next-to-stillness part
in Ryoanji with just the right balance of focus
and freedom, pacing trombonist Hall Goff so
sensitively one wondered whether a solo-percussion reading of the piece would do just
as well. Although Goff started with captivating guttural vocalisms, his gleaming slide
pumping vitality into the music, it seemed he
lost interest or was distracted by the (late?)
entrance of the taped trombone sounds,
which also seemed hardly necessary. For
this piece, the producers helpfully showed a
big slide of the Kyoto Zen garden whose
exquisite rocks served as the template for the
score. How it helped was to get that damned
two-ton blue velvet curtain out from behind
the performers and replace it with a reflective surface. The sound of the music
improved perceptibly.
Julie Steinberg did a clockwork reading
of The Perilous Night (a prepared-piano
piece from 1944), looking tiny and compact
next to the nine-hundred-foot Yamaha grand
spread out before her. She did prepare

some lovely sounds on the instrument, an
essential part of the music which is not
always tended to properly. But I would have
rather sat through a ‘performance’ of Julie
Steinberg preparing that black battleship,
rather than the tidy filigrees that Cage composed for it. Cage’s music during this period
is incomplete. He was moving through a
phase, not stopping to make any finished
statements. There’s no harmony or functional
counterpoint to blame—the rhythm is the
problem, so it isn’t really the pianist’s fault
that the music, in its unrelenting ticker-tape
chatter, reminds one of a Bach invention
banged out on hubcaps. The melodies might
be compelling, but they go by so fast, Cage
doesn’t seem to give a damn about them.
Plus, he repeats so often the gambit of
mirroring a melodic motive in contrarymotion palindromes, weariness sets in quickly
(only the last couple of minutes of the piece
were taken at a contemplative pace, allowing the dreamy klangfarben to ring out and
be distinguishable from each other).
The Ives Quartet performed the 1949
String Quartet in Four Parts, which trots out
a couple of easy, bouncy movements at the
start, both peppered with some eye-opening
dissonances. Cage’s verse/inverse melodies
are here shuffled canonically and are less
rhythmically predictable than in the prepared piano music of the same period. The
Quartet then settles into a long, slow third
movement that barely moves at all, sounding
for all the world like the Morton Feldman of
continued on p. 5

March Quick Calendar
Sat 3/1 8p $10 Mills College [5000
MacArthur, Oak]
STEINA VASULKA

Sun 3/16 8p $zero-20 ACME [3192
Adeline, Berk]
tba

Sun 3/2 8p $zero-20 ACME Observatory
[3192 Adeline, Berk]
Kyle Bruckmann, solo double-reeds and
new works for chamber ensemble

Mon 3/17 8p Forum [Yerba Buena, SF]
Earplay:
Tian/Kurtag/Donatoni/Festinger/Garnett/Suzuki

Mon 3/3 8p FREE strictly Ballroom
[Stanford]
The Nonsense Company: New Works
from San Diego
Mon 3/3 7.5p FREE Mills CH [5000
MacArthur, Oak]
ANN WARDE, CCM Composer-inResidence: A new collaborative work for gamelan, western instruments, and electronics
Tue 3/4 8p $6 The Black Box [1928
Telegraph, Oak]
O-Type/Vacuum Tree Head
3/5-8 Palace of Fine Arts Theater [SF]
Other Minds Festival

Mon 3/17 7p $5[slid] 21Grand [449B
23rd St, Oak]
Open Improv Jam with Eddie Gale
Tue 3/18 8p $6 The Black Box [1928
Telegraph, Oak]
Bitches Brew/Aaron Novik’s Gubbish
Thu 3/20 8p $6-10 Luggage Store [1007
Market, SF]
tba

Thu 3/6 8p $6-10 Luggage Store [1007
Market, SF]
tba

3/22 & 23 8p 21Grand [449B 23rd St,
Oak]
PornOrchestra: two evenings of radical
reinterpretations of pornographic film scores
featuring live musical performances set to film

Fri 3/7 8p $10/5 Meridian Gallery
[545 Sutter, SF]
Thomas Dimuzio - solo electronics

Sat 3/22 8p $10 Jazzschool [2087
Addison, Berk]
Composer Portraits: Cindy Cox

Fri 3/7 8p $12 Old First Church [1751
Sacramento, SF]
City Winds: Beth Custer, Zannoni,
DeLange, Bach, Tower

Mon 3/24 8p $18 Yerba Buena Forum
[Yerba Buena Gardens, SF]
SF Contemporary Players:
Grisey/Musto/Lutoslawski

Tue 3/11 8p $6 The Black Box [1928
Telegraph, Oak]
Fred Frith-Tadashi Usami-Sudhu Tewari

Tue 3/25 8p $6 The Black Box [1928
Telegraph, Oak]
INFRASOUND/Cheryl Leonard/
Armageddon String Ensemble

Tue 3/11 $3 26Mix [26th&Mission, SF]
Under the Radar series – details tba
Thu 3/13 8p $6-10 Luggage Store [1007
Market, SF]
tba
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Mon 3/17 7.5p FREE Mills Ensemble Rm
[5000 MacArthur, Oak]
CARLA KIHLSTEDT: Songs and solos from
the versatile violinist of the Tin Hat Trio

Tue 3/25 $3 26Mix [26th&Mission, SF]
Under the Radar series – details tba
Thu 3/27 8p $6-10 Luggage Store [1007
Market, SF]
tba

Fri 3/14 $15-55 8p Paramount [21st &
Broadway, Oak]
OaklandEBSymph: Kathrynn Lyle's
"Amelia's Suite" Premiere

3/27-30 $10 Mills College [5000
MacArthur, Oak]
Signal Flow Festival

Mon 3/14 8p FREE strictly Ballroom
[Stanford]
Ann Yio, solo piano: Debussy, Donatoni,
and Ligeti

Fri 3/28 8p $6-10 [964 Natoma, SF]
"Field Effects 10" featuring: Jupiter GX
Larsen (SF), Kenneth Atchley (SF), Under the
Radar (SF)

Cage, Un-caged

cont’d from p. 1

1980. I was enraptured, even though the
performance was far from perfect—but I
admire the players for taking the piece to
extreme loci of imperceptible attacks, fluid
rhythm, and edgy tonality (whether the intonation was purposely tweaked, or a result of
not enough rehearsal, I wasn’t sure). There
wasn’t a cough or rustle in the theatre for a
full twenty minutes (Give yourselves a hand,
you brave septuagenarians!). This was music
that dealt with Cage’s preoccupation with
silence dangerously, opening up the soundspace to some terrifying/exhilarating turnabouts of chaos and beauty. But, all good
things must have their end: The silly shaveand-a-haircut last movement did a bang-up
job of re-establishing the primacy of the
performers and their prerogatives to ‘wow’
the audience.
Perhaps Cage was secretly under the
spell of Spike Jones, who was percussively
ruffling pop-culture feathers at the same time
Cage was forging ensembles of clangorous
junk in obscurity. Listening to the Big
Percussion Extravaganza in Stereo of the
Third Construction, you have to wonder.
(I don’t recall any mention of Spike Jones in
Cage’s writings.) I know this sounds hypersilly, but indulge the thought for a minute.
Listen to the Third Construction, with again
the obsessive yadda-yadda-yadda of the
rhythm (although it’s interrupted and disrupted rather more endearingly than in Perilous
Night), and the kitchen-sink mix of instruments and found things, and the hocketingtimbre melodic tricks, and then go listen to
Jones’ Holiday for Strings (1944) or any
number of the City Slickers’ late-40’s
sendups of popular and classical music.
There are more threads there than the ofttraced connections between Edgard Varese’s
music and Cage’s.
The percussion ensemble of the SFCMP
did an entertaining reading, to be sure.
Winant stripped down to a black teeshirt
that said “HATED” on it, stuck some mallets
between his teeth, and the chase was on,
complete with cliffhangers, train derailments,
and in-the-nick-of-time saves. I think they
made more music out of the piece than Cage
intended, while keeping most of the fun—
which is not a bad thing. Even though the
composer was “anti-music,” that doesn’t
mean that audiences shouldn’t have a riproarin’ time at a Cage concert!
As Spike used to say: Thank you, music
lovers.... And it looks like we’re out of time!
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